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Abstract
Recent data from cosmological supernova measurements show that our uni-
verse is in accelerating expansion. If such expansion lasts forever, one would
have expected the universe to approach a state of cold death, where all points
are pulled apart faster than light can travel. However, many local regions in
the universe can still be protected by their own gravity and defy such a cosmic
pull to form mini-universes, provided that their present local matter-density
parameter Ωi,0 > 2.36. The Local Group is in one of them. These future
self-bound regions, within which local physics remains the same as today, will
eventually fall onto each other’s horizon and become island universes. Such
mini-universes typically weigh less than 2 1014 solar masses, with the light




Recently direct evidences from the studies of Hubble diagram for Type Ia supernovae [1]
indicate that our universe is expanding with an increasing rate, i.e., accelerating expansion.
This result compels one to seriously consider a dominant component of exotic dark energy
x in the cosmic energy balance. Accelerating expansion implies the deceleration parameter
q = (Ωm + (3w + 1)Ωx)/2 to be negative, where w is given by the cosmic equation of
state, px = wρx, of dark energy x. The negative q shows that the dominant energy form
of our universe comes from matter of negative pressure which produces a uniform repulsive
force. Assuming that the dark energy arises from a positive cosmological constant , data
from recent cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation [2] further constrain the present
energy density parameters to be Ωm = 0.35 and ΩΛ = 0.65.
The acceleration may stop in the future, i.e., a transient phenomenon, or may last for-
ever, depending on the nature of the dark energy [3]. A positive cosmological constant ,
consistent with the supernovae data at z = 1.7 [4], leads to forever acceleration. There are
profound implications for a forever-accelerating universe [5,6]. The universe will exhibit an
event horizon, and there exist regions of the universe inaccessible to light probes. It has been
argued that such a universe presents a challenge for string theories or any of its alternatives
[5].
Naively speaking, in a forever-accelerating universe, any two points at dierent locations
will eventually be torn apart faster than light can travel, and hence existing structures will be
eternally frozen and the universe will approach a state of cold death. Is this an unavoidable
consequence everywhere in the universe, or some mechanisms may be in operation that
salvage the future? The present work confronts this issue and suggests that the self-gravity
of matter can protect a local universe from ending up with cold death, provided that the
present local matter density is suciently high. Contrary to the naive expectation, a large
number of mini-universes, including our own Local Group, will become bound by self-gravity
and survive the destruction of cosmic repulsive force. It can naturally happen despite that
these mini-universes will still be separated from each other’s horizons at a suciently late
time and become isolated island universes.
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At present the nature of the dark energy is not known and dierent forms of dark en-
ergy can accommodate the experimental data, ranging from quintessence to cosmological
constant. For our purpose of addressing the future of local bound objects in an accelerat-
ing universe, the cosmological constant presents the worst scenario since the cosmological
constant gives rise to the strongest repulsive force against formation of bound objects. If
objects are not be torn up by the -repulsive force, they will survive in other scenarios. In
discussions hereafter, we assume the present universe to be spatially flat with 65% energy
given by the cosmological constant (Ω0Λ = 0.65) and another 35% by the matter (Ω
0
m = 0.35).
By adopting a simple toy model, we shall rst address the questions of whether bound ob-
jects may still form after the background expansion has started to accelerate and how these
objects become virialized. It will be followed by considerations of a more realistic model
where the observation/simulation-motivated features of virialized objects are to be taken
into account.
The toy evolutionary model addressing bound object formation assumes the universe
to consist of the background and an isolated cold dark matter fluctuation that grew from
a small-amplitude since an early epoch. The localized perturbation possesses spherical
symmetry and consists of two concentric solid spheres of dierent densities. The inner sphere
has a radius ri with a uniform dark-matter density ρi, which is greater than the background
matter density ρm. The outer sphere has a radius rout and a uniform compensating under-
density, such that the average matter density within rout equals ρm. Any particle outside
rout feels no over-density and expands as it would be in a homogeneous universe. The inner










(ρi + ρΛ)− κi
r2i
, (1)
where ρΛ = (1/8piG) and κi is the positive curvature of the mini-universe. A test particle
at ri feels an eective potential V (ri),








Conservation of matter yields a constant mass within ri, Mi = 4piρi(ri)r
3
i /3. The poten-
tial V (r) has a maximum at rmax determined by V
0(rmax) = 0, and it follows V (rmax) =
−4piGρΛr2max and rmax = (ρ0i /2ρΛ))1/3r0, where the density at present has been denoted as
ρ0i  ρi(r0) with r0 being the present radius of the overdense sphere. When the test particle
reaches rmax with a zero velocity, it will be barely bound. The density ρi corresponding to
this situation is called the critical binding density, denoted as ρ0ic  ρic(r0) at present, and
any local region with ρ0i  ρ0ic will eventually turn around and collapse.
We now calculate the present critical binding density ρ0ic. The curvature of a mini-
universe with ρ0i = ρ
0
ic can be obtained by setting _ri
2 = 0, thus equating −ki/2 to the
potential at the turn-around, i.e., κic = 8piGρΛr
2
max.



















(ρ0i /ρΛ) + y
2 − (3κi/8piGρΛr20)y2/3
. (3)
For the critical mini-universe, we substitute κic into κi. On the other hand, we note that this
time span can be determined from the background evolution. The time for the background





















The mini-universe should have started to grow from a small-amplitude perturbation at the
beginning of matter domination around z = 3103. That is, ti is, to a good approximation,
equal to the background evolution time tB. Setting ti = tB, one determines the ratio ρ
0
i /ρΛ
for a given κi. With the background density parameters Ω
0
m = 0.35 and Ω
0
Λ = 0.65, we
obtain the critical density parameter Ωic(r0) = 2.36, and r0 = rmax/1.22.
Overdense regions with the present density parameter larger than the critical value
Ωic(r0) = 2.36 are abundant in the universe. In fact nearly all future bound objects will never
reach rmax, and their turn-around radii rta are smaller than rmax. The present densities of
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Inserting the above into Eq.(3), one obtains their present densities ρi(r0) for a given ratio
of rta/r0. For a mini-universe that is presently turning around, i.e., r0 = rta, we nd that
Ωi,ta = 3.83. Any overdense region with a density greater than this value has already
undergone collapse.
From the above discussions, we clearly see that local bound objects can form against the
cosmic repulsive force, as long as the local density parameter Ωi(r0) at present is greater
than 2.36. This value is a factor of several less than the mean density parameter of the Local
Group, which includes the Milky Way, the Andromeda galaxy and more than a dozen of
smaller galaxies such as the Magellanic clouds. It suggests that the Local Group has deed
the cosmic repulsive force and gravitational collapse is underway.
It is instructive to further examine the issue of virialization after an object collapses.
The virial density found here helps us address deeper questions concerning the internal
structures of virialized objects. The virialized kinetic energy of a test particle is given by,
< T >= − < ~F  ~r > /2. For the simplied model under consideration, < T > is given by












From both energy and mass conservation, together with the expression of ki at the turn-









) = 0, (7)
an equation that has been derived before [7]. For the mini-universe with a critical binding
density, where the turn-around density ρmax = 2ρΛ, it is straightforward to nd that rv/rta =
5
1/2.73. It then follows that the ratio of the virialized density to the  energy density to be
ρv/ρΛ = 41.
We next examine the other end of the spectrum where the bound object turned around
immediately after the background universe began to be  dominant, i.e., Ωm = ΩΛ at
z = 0.23. This choice arises from the consideration that the continuing infall of background
matter into the bound object is considerably suppressed from this time on, thereby allowing
an isolating virialized object to remain almost intact after its formation. Set r0 = rta in
Eqs.(5) and (3) and Ωm/ΩΛ = 1 in Eq.(4). By equating tB to ti, the turn-around density
is determined to be ρi,ta/ρΛ = 8.5. Equation(7) then gives rv/rta = 1/2.14, yielding the
ratios rv/rmax = 1/3.49 and ρv/ρΛ = 85. As the completion of collapse takes a time span
twice the turn-around time, this object will collapse at the epoch when the background
universe reaches ΩΛ = 0.89, where the background scaling factor a(t) becomes a factor 1.63
times the present value a0. The same calculation can be carried out for bound objects
that are currently turning around. It yields that ρi,ta/ρΛ = 5.9, rv/rmax = 1/3.2 and
ρv/ρΛ = 65. Although this toy evolutionary model may seem somewhat too simplistic, the
model nevertheless illustrates the essential physics [8] and supports our contention.
After the bound object collapses and forms a virialized object, what does the bound
object need to adjust so as to guard itself against the stripping repulsive force? We shall
address this question by a model of somewhat more sophistication. It has been empirically
found by cosmological N -body simulations, which have mostly been run up to the present
epoch, that cold dark matter particles tend to cluster into individual bound objects with a





where  and rs characterize the mass and inner scale length of the bound object [9]. This
density prole has a r−1 core and a r−3 envelope extended out to the virial radius rv. It is
universal in the sense that the parameterized functional form is independent of cosmological
parameters and epochs, although the coecients  and rs are. Outside the virial radius
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rv, the density prole must be truncated for the interior matter to be blended into the
background matter. Typically the concentration parameter rv/rs exceeds 5 for the present-
day virialized objects, where the r−3 envelope is noticeable.
The universal prole has been tested favorably for virialized objects up to the present
[10], and one may extrapolate this prole to describe the congurations of future bound
objects. We will be concerned about how the concentration parameter rv/rs varies with the
bound-object formation time, but the undened rvir in Eq.(8) prohibits us from using this
density prole directly. Nevertheless, the following strategy is adopted for quantitative evalu-
ation. The steady-state collisionless dark matter is described by the phase-space distribution
function f(C1(x,p), C2(x,p), ...), where Ci’s are the constants of motion. For convenience,
we assume the momentum p to be isotropic and the mass density spherically symmetric. It
follows f(Ci) = f(E), a function of only particle energy E. Set f(E) = 0 for unbound parti-
cles that have E > 0. Upon integrating out the momentum from f(E)(= f(p2/2m+φ)), we
obtain the mass density ρ(φ), a function of the potential φ of all forces. To obtain Eq.(8),
or its approximate form, one needs the functional form of ρ(φ) to solve for the Poisson
equation. The inner singular density prole requires ρ(φ)  (φ − φmin) near the potential
minimum φmin at r = 0. On the other hand, the outer r
−3 behavior requires ρ(φ)  −φ3 at
the edge of the potential well, φ ! 0, where the bound particles are about to escape. The
following ρ(φ) captures the desired behaviors for the density (c.f. Eq.(8)):
ρ(φ) = − αφ
3
exp[β(φ− φmin)]− 1 . (9)








) + 1 = − gψ
3
exp[b(ψ + 1)]− 1 , (10)
where ψ  φ/jφminj( 0), x  r/L with the characteristic length L 
√
jφminj/8piGρΛ,
b  βjφminj and g  αjφminj3/2ρΛ. The gravitational potential φg on the left-hand side of
the Poisson equation has been replaced by φ+ (4piG/3)ρΛr
2.
The solutions to Eq.(10) require numerical integration. Dierent values of g and b
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yield dierent  and rs of Eq.(8). It is a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, and there ex-
ists a locus in the eigenvalue (g, b) space, where the bound objects satisfy the desired
boundary condition that ρ vanishes at the potential maximum. Figure (1) presents the
parameter b as a function of g for these bound objects. It is instructive to seek a
measure for the weighting of the inner r−1 core region. Also plotted in Fig.(1) is the
dimensionless half-mass-weighted radius h  hxDi1/2 of these virialized objects, where
D  ρ/2ρΛ. The quantity hxDi1/2  3
∫ x1/2
0 x





3Ddx with D(xmax) = 0. Note that the parameter g varies by
a factor of 105 and b by several hundred, and yet the quantity h does not change in most
parameter space until near the high end of (g, b), where it decreases only by 50%. This result
shows that the r−1 core contains more than half of the mass for most solutions, except for
those with g  5 104.
Plotted in Fig.(2) are the density and potential proles of three solutions with (g, b) =
(12, 0.0063), (5  104, 2), and (8  105, 3.2). These solutions, denoted as (a), (b) and (c)
respectively, have progressively stronger cores of smaller sizes as both g and b increase.
Solution (a), having a weakest r−1 core, gives no detectable envelope in the density prole,
whereas solution (c), with a strong and compact core, contains a distinct r−3 envelope.
These solutions are expected to have progressively larger ratios of ρv/ρΛ, corresponding to
virialized objects formed at progressively earlier epochs.
As virializd objects formed at dierent epochs appear dierently, a future observer ought
to be able to date these objects by morphology. To determine the formation epochs, we rst
start from the weakest-core solution (a), which is at the small end of the (g, b) spectrum
shown in Fig.(1). It has already been well within a self-similar scaling regime beginning
around (g, b)  (196, 0.1), where the denominator of ρ(φ) in Eq.(9) can be expanded to
the leading order of small β, yielding g/b! 1953. Dierent solutions in the scaling regime
have the same proles and hence solution (a) is identied to correspond to the last bound
objects. Making use of the result derived earlier that ρv/ρΛ = 41 within the virial radius
xv for the last bound object, we determine the mass fraction, equal to 0.972, within virial
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radius. Assuming that the mass fractions within the virial radii of all solutions remain the
same, we nd that ρv/ρΛ = 65 and 85 for solutions (b) and (c), respectively. According to
the virialization model analyzed earlier, solutions (b) and (c) correspond to the virialized
objects with turn-around times at z = 0 and z = 0.23 and they are to complete the collapse
in the future when the scaling factors a/a0 are 2.25 and 1.63, respectively. We note that
the redshift evolution of morphology can be rather rapid for these future virialized objects
formed from a/a0  1.5 to 4.5; by contrast, the collapsed objects up to the present do not
show much dierence in morphology, all having a compact core and a r−3 envelope.
Common to all virialized objects shown in Fig.(2) is that matter is mostly conned at
a considerable distance away from the vacuum radius xmax. Moreover, as the potential ψ
vanishes quardratically (x− xmax)2 near the potential maximum, the density should vanish
as (x−xmax)6, according to Eq.(9). Approximate the collisionless dark matter as a gas, and
the force balance of pressure requires that the local temperature vanishes as (x − xmax)2.
That is, the virialized objects must be surrounded by a thick layer of cold particles. These
cold particles must have zero tangential velocities and orbit radially to reach the potential
maximum at a vanishing speed. Conservation of the phase-space volume for collisionless
particles demands that r3v3 remains a constant, and when v3 ! 0 it follows that
r !1. Some fraction of collapsed dark-matter particles must have been pulled away by
the cosmic repulsive force to the background. That is, evaporation serves as an important
cooling mechanism to produce a thick outer layer of cold particles. This evaporation also
causes the loss of matter to the background. A rough estimate of the lost mass may be in
order. We note from Fig.(2) that the cool matter outside the virial radius rv occupies about
90% of the volume enclosed by xmax, but it amounts to only 2.8% of the total mass. The
evaporated material can not be much more than the cool matter located in the thick outer
layer. Therefore the mass loss should not create any problem for the above analyses which
assume mass conservation.
Finally, the typical masses of bound objects formed at various epochs are also of rele-
vance toward understanding the future world. As the linear power spectrum P (k) is well
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understood [11,12], this issue can be properly addressed as well. With a given conserved ki,
the radius ri can be traced back to a suciently high z through Eqs.(3) and (4), thereby
xing the amplitude of linear over-density by the relation δρ(z) = 3ki/8piGr
2
i (z). On the
other hand, δρ(z) is also given by g(z)
∫ pi/ri(z)
0 4pik
2P (k)dk, where g(z) is the growth factor
of linear perturbations [13]. Identication of the two δρ’s allows ri(z) to be determined,
and the enclosed mass is simply M = 4piρ(z)r3i (z)/3, a redshift-independent quantity, as it
should. The typical mass of the last bound objects (solution (a) of Fig.(2)) is 2 1014 solar
masses, the mass of a poor galaxy cluster, and those for solution (b) and (c) are 1014 and
4.5 1013 solar masses, respectively (assuming H0 = 65 km/sec/Mpc).
In this work, we have quantitatively shown that mini-universes can form against the
repulsive force of  at various epochs even in the innite future, as long as they have
suciently high densities at present. These mini-universes, when virialized, have distinctly
dierent congurations determined by when they form, and they are typically no heavier
than a poor galaxy cluster. Bound objects form earlier appear more compact and are
conned by deeper gravitational potentials.
In the future, a single tightly bound mini-universe will emerge from the Local Group,
whose appearance will resemble solution (c) of Fig.(2). Interior to the mini-universe, local
physics in the future will remain the same as what we experience presently. However, the
mini-universes will all become isolated island universes in the future where no communication
among them is possible, and each is a lone world. All other mini-universes originally within
the horizon will eventually fall onto the horizon and become frozen. Lights emitted from
the horizon are frozen as well, making other island-universes dark and invisible. Astronomy
will mainly be studying galactic objects, since fewer and fewer extra-galactic sources are
detectable. Before this happens, the dating of other mini-universes outlined in this work
may well be a due research subject for future Extra-Galactic Astronomy.
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FIG. 1. Nonlinear eigenvalues (g, b) for Eq.(10). When b < 0.1, the solutions are in a similarity
scaling regime. Also shown is the half-mass weighted radius, h. The constancy of h implies that
the r−1 core contains more than half of the total mass.


















FIG. 2. Dimensionless densities D (in log scale) and potentials ψ for solutions (a), (b) and (c)
of Eq.(10).
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